
Saint Thomas West Wellness Center 

 Group Exercise Class Schedule
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

5:30 AM Boot Camp  Boot Camp   Boot Camp  

5:30-6:30 5:30-6:30  5:30-6:30

6:30 AM Cancer Wellness  Cancer Wellness  

 7:00-8:00  7:00-8:00  

8:00 AM  $ Dance Fitness $   R.I.P.P.E.D
 8:00-9:00   8:15-9:15

9:30 AM      Zumba Gold 

10:00 AM  Better Balance  Better Balance  9:15-10:15

  9:30-10:00  9:30-10:00  $Beyond Yoga$ 

    10:30-11:30

12:00 PM Power Hour Flow Yoga Power Hour Barre Power Hour
12:00-1:00 12:00-12:45 12:00-1:00 12:00-12:45 12:00-1:00

  
Cancer Wellness  Cancer Wellness  

2:00 PM  1:30-2:30  1:30-2:30  
   

3:00 PM    
   

4:30 PM    
   

5:30 PM  Body Blaster  
 5:15-6:15  

6:30 PM  
 

Magenta classes are free for Wellness Center members, $8 for non members. Additional charges apply for GREEN classes.

Barre - High repetitions & isometric holds inspired by postures from ballet, yoga & pilates to build strong, lean muscles.

Body Blaster - High intensity cardio & strength training utilizing low weights & high reps to challenge the entire body with bursts of cardio.

Boot Camp - Wake up and work out! Burn calories & gain strength during this circuit workout. All fitness levels welcome.

Better Balance - Designed to improve balance and coordination through low intensity, balance specific training exercises. 

Power Hour - Blast through a 60 minute cardio circuit designed to help you burn calories, gain strength and endurance, and improve cardiovascular fitness. 

R.I.P.P.E.D. - Combines resistance (upper body), intervals, power (large muscle groups), plyometrics (agility, coordination, balance), endurance (martial 
    arts style) and core training for a fun, total body workout. 

Zumba - Aerobic dance class featuring exciting and unique Latin moves and rhythms, including elements of hip hop, salsa & mambo.

Zumba Gold - Original dance moves with low impact, focuses on balance, range of motion & coordination. Perfect for beginners and active older adults. 

Dance Fitness/ Beyond Yoga Fascial Fitness ($) - For info & pricing please contact Cynthia Vowell with Better Bodies at 615-496-5208. 

Beyond Yoga...Fascial Fitness ($) - learn how to effectively use tennis balls, foam rollers, etc. to release tension in the body with yoga/pilates movements. 
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